**Panel 4 14:00-15:30**

**THERE IS LIFE AFTER THE EURO**

- Abolish the Euro and the Monetarist Malpractices of the Casino Capitalism
  
  Prof. Theodore Katsanevas
  University of Piraeus, Greece

- Currency, Credit and Finance for the Atlantic, the Mediterranean and Beyond
  
  Dr. Nino Galloni
  Economist, Statutory Auditor of Instituto Nazionale Previdenza Sociale (INPS); Advisor, M3 Finanziaria, Italy

**Panel 5 15:30-18:00**

**THE FUTURE PARADIGM:**

- A Renaissance of Classical Culture and Science
  
  The Current World Crisis: Its Social Nature and Challenge to Social Science
  
  Andrey Fursov
  Historian, Institute of Scientific Information on Social Sciences of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Izborsk Club, Russia

- PANEL: Aesthetical Education and Beauty
  
  Antonella Banaudi
  Opera singer, Italy

  Helga Zepp-LaRouche
  Founder and leader of the international Schiller Institute

  Liliana Gorini
  Chairwoman of Movimiento Solidarietà, Italy

  John Sigerson
  Schiller Institute music director

**International Conference of the Schiller Institute**

April 13-14, 2013
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
PANEL 1  10:00-13:30
THE HOPE FOR THE FUTURE
The SDE as the Platform for the Common Aims of Civilization

KEYNOTE: Mankind is Better than the Oligarchy Can Imagine

The Strategic View from the US
N.N.

The Chinese Dimension of the Strategic USA-China-Russia Triangle
Alexander Nagorny
Historian, deputy editor of Zavtra newspaper, member of Izborsk Club, Russia

The Asteroid-Comet Danger and Planetary Defense: a View from Russia
Kirill Benediktov
Writer, editorial board of Terra America, Russia

The Physical Profit of Planetary Defense
Jason Ross
LaRouche Basement team, USA

The Foundations of Civilization
Bruce Fein
Former assistant Attorney General in the Reagan administration, USA

PANEL 2  14:30-18:00
ENERGY SECURITY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Why Nuclear Energy of the Future Is the Only Solution to Tackle the World’s Growing Energy Demands
Prof. Dr. Henri Safa
Nuclear physicist, author and international expert in energy density, nuclear engineering and instrumentation. Member of the Science Board of the Nuclear

Energy Division of CEA (Atomic and Alternative Energy Commission), France

A New Paradigm: Thorium as Nuclear Fuel in the Molten Salt Reactor
Prof. Dr. Eduardo Greaves
Nuclear physicist specialist of Gen IV nuclear reactor designs, thorium

Astronomy-Comet Danger and Planetary Defense: a View from Russia
Dr. Urban Cleve
Senior nuclear engineer, Germany

CLASSICAL CONCERT  20:00

Classical concert in the “Verdi tuning” (A=432 Hz)

• A selection of pieces by Giuseppe Verdi, in honor of his 200th anniversary
• Requiem Mass in D minor (K. 626), by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Sunday, April 14

PANEL 3  10:00-13:00
THE FUTURE OF EURASIAN COOPERATION

A Vision for Europe in Eurasia
Jacques Cheminade
Founder and leader of the Solidarité & Progrès party, former presidential candidate, France

Lost Two Decades for the EU and the USA?
Mr. Kotegawa,
Research Director, Canon Institute, Japan

Confucius in China Today
Dr. Cui Hongjian
Senior Fellow, Director of European Studies, China Institute of International Studies

The Global Crisis: Why Mankind Needs Russia
Mikhail Delyagin
Doctor of economics, director of the Institute of Problems of Globalization, Izborsk Club, Russia

Eurasian Integration as a Chance for Survival in the Global Economic Crisis
Natalia Vitrenko
Doctor of Economics, leader of the Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine

Breeding of fissile Uranium 233 by use of Thorium 232 with Pebble Fuel Elements in a THTR Power Station
Dr. Urban Cleve
Senior nuclear engineer, Germany

Sunday, April 14